
3 Easy Steps to boost your child’s confidence and reading ability.
Students who are struggling readers need to focus on their strengths to gain confidence in the classroom and 
their ability to learn.

The most important steps to gaining confidence is building your child’s text fluency rate and vocabulary. Their 
text fluency rate is the rate at which they read words accurately, quickly, and with expression. If your child is 
spending too much time sounding out and decoding words, they will have a hard time comprehending what 
they are reading because they are spending all of their energy figuring out the sentences.

1. Sing or read poetry that rhymes with your child.
The best way to help a struggling reader is to work on their ability to read words that come easily. Younger 
students do well with nursery rhymes or finger plays, older students do better with lyrics to their favorite songs. 
Although not all words in a song’s lyrics rhymes there is familiar pattern that your child will pick on an a 
familiarity to the words as they read along to a song they know well.

2. Read stories aloud. 
The best way to build your child’s vocabulary is by sharing a 
read aloud that is too challenging for them to read alone. It 
will introduce your child to new words and then when they 
encounter those words when they are decoding they will at 
least be familiar. If a child is asked to decode a word they 
have never heard before they will struggle to read it, 
whereas if it is a word in their vocabulary it will help them 
understand it. 

For example, a fourth grader is going to  
struggle to read the paragraph if they have never heard the 
word creature or desolate: 

From James and the Giant Peach:

We may see a creature with forty-nine heads who lives in a the desolate snow.

So reading aloud stories to your child can really help them develop a larger vocabulary. If you really feel like 
you don’t want to read out loud with your child. If you want a great resource for free audiobooks that your child 
can listen to check out https://www.overdrive.com/ a free app where you can download books from your local 
library to your child’s kindle or tablet.

3. Follow their interests.
Subscribe to a magazine on a topic they are interested in. Many 
students don’t enjoy reading novels as much as they like learning about 
cooking, sports, or cars.

Many students will develop a larger vocabulary based on a specific 
subject they are interested in. If you can get them non-fiction books, 
magazines, or blogs on topics they are interested in they will develop 
fluency and vocabulary to help them read harder words and texts. 
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